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Abstract

Optical turbulence, which develops in the transverse directions when a laser

beam propagates through a medium, is considered in the framework of the

two-dimensional Schr�odinger equation with a weak cubic nonlinearity. This

classical model of optical turbulence was studied by many authors, but sta-

tionary (Kolmogorov) spectra that transfer transverse energy of the waves

from large spatial scales to small ones have not been found until now. Such

spectra are given below. Non-stationary optical turbulence which evolution

results in formation of a Kolmogorov spectrum is described as well. In addi-

tion to this, evolution of free optical turbulence is considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider nonlinear Schr�odinger equation [1]
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where  is the space-time envelope of electromagnetic �eld, z is distance along the direction

of laser beam propagation, � is the Laplacian in the transverse directions. All the variables
are dimensionless. The two cases � = 1 and � = �1 correspond to media with focusing

and defocusing nonlinearity, respectively.

Under conditions when the �eld amplitude is much smaller than the spread of transverse
wave numbers in the beam, j  typ j � ktyp , the phase di�erences between typical waves

vary much faster than their amplitudes, which leads to statistical self-averaging of the �eld.
Statistical characteristics of such a �eld may be expressed in terms of its pair correlation

function n(~r1; ~r2; z) � h �(~r1; z) (~r2; z)i . The angle brackets here signify averaging over

the time small in comparison with the time of wave amplitudes variation, but large in
comparison with the time of the phase spread variation for 2�. If both the medium and the
turbulence are uniform in a transverse plane z = const, then the pair correlation function is

invariant with respect to translations in this plane, and n(~r1; ~r2; z) = n(~r1 � ~r2; 0; z) . The

Fourier-transformed function, n~k �
R
d~r n(~r; 0; z) exp (�{~k~r) , satisfy the so-called kinetic

equation for waves (see, for instance, [2])
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This equation conserves the wave action (\number of quanta"), transverse momentum and

\transverse energy" of the waves,

N =
Z
d~kn~k ;

~P =
Z
d~k~kn~k ; E =

Z
d~kk2n~k : (3)

The �-functions in the right hand side of (2) correspond to conservation of the transverse

momentum and \transverse energy" in each act of four-wave interaction.

As it must be, the kinetic equation has the thermodynamic equilibrium solution n~k =
T

�+k2�~k~v
, which coincides with the classical Rayleigh-Jeans distribution. Here T is the

\transverse temperature" of the waves, � is their \chemical potential" (see, for instance, [3]),
and ~v is the average transverse component of the group velocity of the waves. The transverse
momentum of waves equals to zero in the coordinate frame moving with the velocity ~v. In
such a frame the thermodynamic equilibrium solution of (2) reduces to n~k =

T
�+k2

,

Equations (1) and (2) relate to the conservative system of waves. These equations may

also be applicable in a \transparency windows" in ~k-space, if the waves inside the windows
are not sensitive to the outside regions where a pumping and damping take place. The latter
assumption is often identi�ed with the Kolmogorov's hypothesis of \locality" of turbulent
interactions in ~k-space. However, the \locality", understood as the dominance of interactions
between turbulent uctuations having more or less equal spatial scales, is actually stronger
assumption, because the \transparency windows" may contain very di�erent spatial scales.

Consider a \transparency window" k0 � k � kM . Let J be the \transverse energy" that
comes into the \window" at its lower boundary per unit of the \time" z . In a \stationary",
i.e. z-independent state, the same transverse energy must leave the \window" at its upper
boundary per unit of the \time" z . This means that the stationary state must carry through

the \window" the energy ux J . In the thermodynamic equilibrium, the ux J equals to

zero. Therefore, a stationary solution of (2) with J 6= 0 must di�er from the Rayleigh-Jeans
distribution. A similar consideration is applicable to a stationary solution of (2) with a

constant ux Q 6= 0 of wave action N through a \transparency window".
The �rst example of a Kolmogorov spectrum as an explicit stationary (but not equilib-

rium) solution of a kinetic equation for waves was found in 1966 by V.E. Zakharov [4]. Then,

the theory of Kolmogorov spectra of wave turbulence was developed by many researchers.
A review of these developments may be found in [5]. Recent progress in studying optical
turbulence is reected in [6]. The main di�culties of the theory of optical turbulence was

found there to be as follow.

Consider a wave pumping that is localized in a region k � k0 and that generates Q

quanta and the transverse energy J per unit of time. Let the region k � k0 be surrounded

from its left and right sides by two transparency windows, km � k � k0 and kM � k� k0.

Then, one may expect to have in the left window the stationary state with J � 0 and ux
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Q directed to small k's, and to have in the right window the stationary state with Q � 0

and ux J directed to large k's. This is because the transverse energy ux associated with

the ux Q tends to zero (like Qk2) when k ! 0, and the number of quanta ux associated

with the ux J tends to zero (like Jk�2) when k ! 1. Meanwhile the standard method

of �nding Kolmogorov spectra from kinetic equations gives for (2) the opposite direction of

ux Q in the left window and zero value of ux J the right window.

The problem with the left transparency window was basically solved in [6]. The authors

looked for a solution in the form n~k =
T

�+k2+�(k)
; �(k) � � + k2 . They found from the

linearized over �(k) equation (2) that �(k) = aQT�3k4 ln2(k0=k) in the region k2 � �,

which justi�es the linearization, as the function �(k) decreases at k ! 0 faster than k2.

The attempt to solve in a similarmanner the problem with the right transparency window

fails, because the function �(k) found from the linearized equation (2) increases at k ! 1

faster than k2 (see [6]). The authors of [6] considered also the \logarithmic modi�cation of

Kolmogorov spectrum". They showed, assuming the locality of wave interaction, that the
distribution n~k = ck�2 ln1=3(k=k0) might carry non-zero energy ux J . However, this ux

appeared to be directed to small k and, apart from this, the spectral density of transverse
wave energy, k2n~k, increases in�nitely at k ! 1. Therefore, the above distribution was
found in [6] not to be relevant.

Thus, the problem of �nding Kolmogorov spectrum with a non-zero energy ux remained
open. To solve this problem is the purpose of present paper. We also wish to consider

nonstationary solutions that describe formation of the Kolmogorov spectrum for the kinetic
equation (2). One more goal consists in studying behavior of free optical turbulence.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

As the \transverse energy" of waves is conserved, its spectral density T~k � k2n~k must
satisfy a continuity equation. For isotropic spectra, such an equation looks like
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k

@

@k
kjk ; (4)

where jk is the density of transverse energy ux in ~k-space. For stationary spectra, the ux
kjk � Jk does not depend of k. For the equilibrium spectrum, the \transverse temperature

of waves" Tk does not depend of k and Jk = 0.

The attempt to �nd a stationary power spectrum with Jk 6= 0 by means of the stan-
dard method leads to the equilibrium spectrum for which Jk = 0. This implies that true

Kolmogorov spectrum is somehow close to the Rayleigh{Jeans distribution of waves. It is
natural to assume that the \temperature" Tk slowly varies along the spectrum , and the

gradient of this temperature in ~k-space causes a ux of \transverse energy" from higher to
lower Tk . The expression for the ux jk in terms of Tk has to be of the form

jk = �D(k)
@

@k
Tk : (5)

Apart from this, the ux jk must be cubic in Tk, as the equation (4) coincides with (2),
which right hand side is cubic in nk . The comparison of (4) and (5) with (2) also shows
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that, at �xed Tk , the \di�usion coe�cient"D(k) must be invariant with respect to rescaling

k ! const k in ~k-space.

Under the \locality of interactions" hypothesis, the above properties imply that D(k) =

AT 2
k ; A = const > 0 . The equation kAT 2

k
@
@k
Tk = �Jk = �J = const has solution

Tk =
�
�3J
A

ln k
k0

�1=3
equivalent to that found in [6], when the ux J is negative. This

equation has solution at positive J as well, speci�cally, Tk =
�
3J
A
ln kM

k

�1=3
. However,

substitution of the corresponding spectrum nk in the right hand side of (2) shows that

the integral there diverges at small k, which contradicts to the \locality of interactions"

hypothesis.

The diverged factor, N(k) �
R k
0 dk1k1nk1 �

R k
0
dk1
k1
Tk1 , may be interpreted as the total

number of waves inside sphere of radius k in ~k-space. Actually this quantity is �nite, and it

contributes to the di�usion coe�cient D(k) as follows D(k) = AN(k)Tk ; A = const > 0 .

This result may be derived rigorously from the kinetic equation (2). The derivation gives
the explicit formula for constant A,

A =
1

2�2

Z
d~q1d~q2�(~n� ~q1 � ~q2)�(1� q21 � q22)

 
q1

q2
ln q1 +

q2

q1
ln q2

!2

: (6)

which does not depend on the direction of unit vector ~n = ~k=k .

Summarizing the above consideration, we come to the following reduced equations for a
spectrum of optical turbulence, nk � Tk=k

2, which temperature Tk slowly varies in ~k-space:
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@z
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A

k

@

@k
kN(k)Tk

@

@k
Tk ; Tk = k

@

@k
N(k) : (7)

Formulae (6){(7) have more general sense. These are applicable regardless to the nature
of interactions between long waves, which wave numbers are much smaller than k. In
particular, (6){(7) are valid when the long-wave turbulence is strong and, therefore, it may
not be described by the kinetic equation (2). This may be shown taking into account
that the main contribution to the wave interactions at given k comes from processes in

which lengths of three waves are of the order of k�1, while other waves are much longer.

Such interactions are not \local" in the Kolmogorov's sense. However, if one rede�ne the
\medium" to include in it all waves which are much longer than k�1, then the interactions
may be treated as \local" three-wave processes. The long waves (included in the rede�ned

medium) do not a�ect the balance of \transverse" energy and momentum in these processes,

but just provide conservation of large \longitudinal" energy and momentum. The reduced

equations for quasi-equilibrium spectra governed by such interactions coincide with (6){(7).

III. KOLMOGOROV SPECTRA

A Kolmogorov spectrum with a constant ux Jk = J and slowly varying Tk satis�es the

equations

AN(k)Tk
d

d ln k
Tk = �J ; Tk =

d

d ln k
N(k) : (8)
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Changing independent variable ln k for N � N(k), one can �nd solution of (8) in the right

transparency window k0 � k � kM in the form

Tk = T (N) =

�
3J

A
ln
NM

N

�1=3

; ln
kM

k
=

�
A

3J

�1=3
NM

Z 1

N

N
M

dp

 
ln
1

p

!
�1=3

: (9)

Constants of integration kM and NM may be interpreted as the upper boundary of the

spectrum and the total number of waves, respectively.

Let N0 be the number of waves in the region k
<
� k0 of ~k-space. Behavior of the Kol-

mogorov spectrum given by formulae (9) depends on the relation between N0 and NM . To

clarify this dependence, it is useful to consider extreme cases NM � N0 and NM�N0 � N0.

Consider �rst the case NM � N0, when nearly all of the waves are located in the right

transparency window k0 � k � kM . Then, it follows from the second formula (9), taken at

the lower boundary of the right transparency window,

NM =
1

�(2=3)

�
3J

A

�1=3

ln
kM

k0
; (10)

where � is the Euler function. In the depth of the right transparency window, where N0 �

N � NM , formulae (9) are reduced to

N

NM

�
ln
NM

N

��1=3
�= �(2=3)

ln(k=k0)

ln(kM=k0)
; Tk �=

 
3J

A
ln
ln(kM=k0)

ln(k=k0

!1=3

: (11)

For the spectrum which is close to the Rayleigh{Jeans distribution with T � J1=3 and
�

<
� k2m in the left transparency window, the condition NM � N0 is equivalent to

ln
kM

k0
� ln

k0

km
: (12)

Noteworthy, that interaction between waves located in the depth of the right transparency
window and those located outside this window is negligible in the considered case. In this
sense, the interaction is \local". However, it is not local in the Kolmogorov's sense, as waves

of lengths much longer than k�1 are involved e�ectively in the interactions of waves which
lengths are of order of k�1.

In the case opposite to (12), nearly all of the waves are located in the left transparency

window. Then, N varies very little in the right transparency window, and it follows from
formulae (9) (or directly from equations (8)) that

Tk �=

 
2J

AN0

ln
kM

k

!1=2

: (13)

At �xed N0 , the spectrum in the right transparency window would be proportional to J1=2 ,

as it must be for a three-wave interaction in the rede�ne medium which includes �xed waves

from the left transparency window. For the purely weak turbulence, N0 depends of J like

J1=3, and Tk / J1=3 in both the windows (which secures smoothness of the spectrum at

k � k0 regardless to the value of J ).
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IV. FORMATION OF KOLMOGOROV SPECTRA

Consider formation of the stationary spectrum in the right transparency window. Let

kF (z) be the upper boundary of the spectrum. In the region k � kF , the spectrum

is capable of changing much faster than at k � kF , so that the stationary distribution has

time enough to establish. (Note, that the typical length of wave interaction in the stationary

spectrum depends of k , roughly speaking, like k2 ). At k0 � k � kF , one has formulae (9)

again, but with kF and NF instead of kM and NM respectively. In the region NF �N � NF

(and k � kF ) it follows (compare to (24))

Tk �=

 
2J

ANF

ln
kF

k

!1=2

; ln
kF

k0
=

�
A

3J

�1=3

NF

Z 1

N0

NF

dp

 
ln
1

p

!
�1=3

: (14)

The formula for Tk is not applicable quantitatively in the region k � kF , because the z-
dependence of the spectrum is essential there, and apart from this, the \temperature" Tk is
no longer slow-varying function of k . At k � kF , the spectrum depends basically on the
ratio k=kF , which implies that

Tk �=

�
2J

ANF

�1=2

g(k=kF ) : (15)

The function g(�) is determined from the kinetic equation (2) and boundary conditions

g(�)! 0 ; at � !1 ; g(�)!

 
ln
1

�

!1=2

; at � ! 0 : (16)

When the function g(�) is known, the position of the upper boundary of the spectrum kF is
determined from the conservation law for the \transverse energy". It follows

Jz =
Z
1

k0

dkkTk �= k2F

�
2J

ANF

�1=2 Z
1

0
d��g(�) : (17)

As dependence NF of kF is logarithmic one, kF increases, roughly speaking, like z1=2.

Noteworthy, that nearly all of the \transverse energy" is located at k � kF . This region
may be treated as a reservoir for the \transverse energy". While the reservoir is �lling, the

stationary spectrum is established at k � kF . As kF increases, new areas of ~k-space begin
collect the \transverse energy" of the waves.

V. FREE OPTICAL TURBULENCE

For a completely transparent medium, weak optical turbulence is described by the kinetic

equation (2) in the whole ~k-space. Provided the spectral density of waves n~k is known at

the boundary of the medium z = 0, one has the Cauchy problem for the equation (2). Let
the function n~k at z = 0 be smooth and localized in the region k � k0. Then, the number

of waves and transverse wave energy may be estimated as follow:
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N � k20nk0 ; E � k20N : (18)

As the distance from the boundary of the medium increases, the spectrum approaches to

the Rayleigh-Jeans distribution in a region k � kF . The boundary of this region moves in
~k-space according to the equation

dk2F
dz

� NT ; (19)

which follows from (7) at its limit of applicability k � kF . Parameters of the spectrum are

linked with the conserved quantities N and E by estimates

N � T ln
k2F
�
; E � Tk2F : (20)

Taking into account (20), one can integrate (19) and get at z � z0 � k20=N
2

kF � k0(z=z0)
1=4 ; T � N(z0=z)

1=2 ; � � k2F exp[�(z=z0)
1=2] : (21)

The typical \time" z of kF variation is much larger than \time" of wave interaction at
k � kF , and typical \time" of � variation is much larger than \time" of wave interaction
at k � �1=2. This implies that the Rayleigh-Jeans distribution, in fact, has time enough to

establish in the whole region k � kF .
The applicability condition of the kinetic equation (2) is the most restrictive for the

long-wave part of the spectrum, k2 � �, where it is equivalent to � � T . At �rst this
condition is satis�ed, as k20 � N . However, � decreases exponentially and it becomes of
order of T at z � z1 � z0 ln

2(k20=N) .

At z
>
� z1 the longest waves are strongly nonlinear, those are not described by the kinetic

equation (2), and behavior of the spectrum depends essentially on the sign of nonlinearity
in (1).

In the case of focusing nonlinearity, wave collapse develops at the long-wave boundary
of the spectrum. The collapse quickly transfers waves to a small-scale region of ~k-space in
the form of thin �laments. Collapse and further behavior of such �laments were studied
in many papers (see, for instance, [7]). The interaction between developed �laments and

weak turbulence appears to be negligible. Thus, collapse just provides a sink for long waves.

Location of such a sink, k � kf , is determined from the collapse condition, k2f � T . In

order to extend (19) and (20) to the considered case, it is su�cient to replace � by k2f and to

treat N as a number of waves remained in the region k
<
� kF . Integration of thus modi�ed

equations gives

kF �
�
E2z�

�1=6
; T �

�
E

z�

�1=3

; N � �T ; � � ln
kF

kf
� ln(E1=2z) : (22)

In the defocusing case, nonlinear wave dynamics is not yet studied in detail. However,

collapse is known to be forbidden, and strongly turbulent component of the spectrum cannot
quickly transfer waves to a small-scale region of ~k-space. Therefore, it is natural to assume

that the number of waves in the region k
<
� kF is conserved, and their transverse energy is

basically located at k � kF . Then, integration of (19) with constant N and T given by the

second of the relations (20) leads to the formula (21) for kF again.
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VI. SUMMARY AND PLANS

We derived reduced equations (7) for a quasi-equilibrium spectrum of optical turbulence,

which temperature slowly varies in ~k-space. The simplicity of these equations enabled us to

determine analytically the family of Kolmogorov spectra that transfer transverse energy of

the waves from large spatial scales to small ones. We also used these equations to describe

qualitatively evolution of free optical turbulence.

A more general family of Kolmogorov spectra that transfer ux of the two conserved

quantities | a number of waves and a transverse energy | through the same transparency

window may be determined as well. This is possible to do combining ideas of present paper

with ideas of paper [6] mentioned above.

We plan to study stability of the Kolmogorov spectra of optical turbulence with respect

to spatially uniform perturbations, and to extend the study to perturbations that slowly

varies in space. The latter perturbations may be described in the framework of geometric
optics approximation for waves. Corresponding extension of kinetic equation (2) is well-
known one. We would like to derive from it the extension of reduced equations (7). Apart
from the linear stability problem, such an extension will simplify the study of nonlinear

structures in (~k; ~r)-space.
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